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In drawings made by Mel Bochner between 1966 and 1968, systems motivate composition.
Specifically, Bochner employed number-based information systems in order to demonstrate
a variety of mathematical and geometrical principles: counting, seriality, and set theory in
math, for example, and progression, rotation, tessellation, and translation in the geometrical
analysis of figure and space. The drawings partly derive from Bochner’s close interest in the
rise of Minimal art, which he engaged throughout this period not only as artist but also as
critic. Indeed, in certain respects, the work of 1966 in particular could be similarly described
as an extended interrogation of the implications of Minimalist structure and form.
Nonetheless, the drawings of 1966–68 represent a universe of their own. To be sure,
that universe is narrow and circumscribed, given the severe persistence of the work’s
concerns.Yet Bochner’s focus reflects the intensity of his emerging practice. Here the very
significance of the medium of drawing is at stake. From the outset, the artist’s work was
conditioned by an investigation of the viability of mediums: the extent to which a specific
material or technique qualifies as the necessary support for a given idea. For example, his
work from the mid- to late-sixties began with modest efforts in object-making and a fairly
extensive application of the camera. In fact, photography (photographs commissioned by
the artist, not shot by him) was first enlisted by Bochner as a means through which to
record objects, specifically permuting configurations of black-painted two-inch-square
wooden cubes. This effort culminated in 36 Photographs and 12 Diagrams (1966), in which
sculpture, photography, and drawing are combined. Moreover, the play of single ideas or
propositions —about counting, seriality, measurement, shape, and spatial orientation—across
multiple mediums has been prevalent in Bochner’s work since that time. Sculpture,
photography, painting, and drawing, along with extrapolations of those means (the taped
line, the inscribed floor, numbers composed with Letraset, the use of dry pigment to
establish the measurable limitations of the plane of the wall), represent options through
which an idea is made to circulate but never allowed to come to rest.
This is not to say that a medium doesn’t influence the way a given piece of
information is perceived. In this sense Bochner’s materialism must itself be appreciated as an
overarching proposition. At first glance, the drawings of 1966–68 appear to belong more to
the province of diagram, notation, and mechanical drawing than to that of aesthetic

left: Untitled (Euler’s Square), 1966 (see also fig. 20)

sensibility and touch. Nevertheless, they are inflected by the variability that comes with
being handmade. For example, in producing these works, Bochner often used a felt-tip pen
rather than the drafting instruments we associate with engineering, and its mark is slightly
imprecise, changing with pressure and leaving small spots of saturation where lines join or
intersect, or where the porous tip of the pen is brought to rest before being lifted off the
sheet. In his overall standards of finish for this body of work, Bochner negotiates between
those of the conventional artist and those of the professional draftsman or engineer.
His technique is proficient but deliberately unaffected.Yet, notwithstanding the strict
constraints of a system or scheme, the balance between clarity and individualized markmaking instigates a refined form of visual play.
Within the province of drafting as a visual language of partly mechanical means,
then, proficiency is often elevated, attaining in many works a high level of formality—
a quality of finish that is owing not only to clarity of conception but to the agency of the
artist’s hand. One group of drawings designated as “projects” for works to be realized using
photographic means (sequential photographs of blocks, for example, that Bochner cut and
rearranged in photo-collages) exemplify what has to be called the aestheticism of Bochner’s
drawing practice at this time. Plan and Set for Photo Piece (1967, opposite) is a two-part
drawing from this group in which a diamond-shaped configuration of isometric cubes is
presented on one sheet then reconfigured on a second. In this process of transposition,
the horizontal and vertical rows of a grid—in which each square is respectively marked 1
through 6 and A through E—are reduced by one square and made to trade orientation.
The first configuration is rendered through line alone (in ink and graphite); on the second
sheet the cubes are shaded (in graphite). The finesse of the drawing also depends on the
regularized distribution of letters and numbers as well as small plus signs marking the
coordinates of the grid. Through uniform dispersion, these marks, which occupy a slightly
different visual register than Bochner’s ruled lines, bring almost subliminal salience to the
grid as a matrix or field.
We are apt to claim that the clarity of Plan and Set for Photo Piece—its precision, its
geometricity, its open yet ambiguous spatiality, its logical if puzzlelike redistribution of
form—is largely owing to the methodical execution of a set of predetermined rules.

right: Plan and Set for Photo Piece, 1967

Yet idiosyncratic refinements of draftsmanship are evident throughout. Close inspection
reveals that the material quality of the lines is softer than it at first appears to be. Drawn in
both ink (for the cubes) and pencil (for the grid), Bochner’s lines also establish a three-part
sequence of light to dark in relation to the finely printed—therefore genuinely
mechanical—lines of the drafting paper (a combination square-and-diagonal grid).
The work represents an obvious departure from drawing as an artist’s studio practice,
but its sensibility is just as far from the rote functionality of drawing as a purely utilitarian
occupation. Despite the mechanicity of the work, Plan and Set for Photo Piece reflects a
reapplication—rather than a disavowal—of the aesthetics of drawing as it is served by
variety of touch. Consequently, this two-part work, representing a mathematical exercise in
reconfiguration that is at once arbitrary (the demonstration serves no practical or even
theoretical purpose, per se) and supremely exact, asks mark-making to support the overall
perceptual apprehension of a system in which a formal network is established then
scrambled even as its coordinates remain legible and intact. The work explicitly traffics with
the history of pictorial modernism: among other things, it strikingly conjures Piet
Mondrian’s lozenge-shaped pier-and-ocean compositions (many of them drawings) of
1914–15.Yet, with its gamelike deployment of information, Bochner’s drawing thwarts the
presumption of utopian faith that distinguishes the ideological tenets of early abstraction.
Bochner’s primary support is graph paper produced by the Keuffel and Esser
(K&E) drafting-supply firm. As we survey the drawings of this period, the paper, which
serves an obvious functional purpose, begins to acquire its own identity, with each type of
grid—rectilinear, diagonal, isometric, perspectival—serving (if not motivating) its own rules
of play. One example is Cantor’s Paradox #2 (1966, fig. 10). Bochner’s first drawing on this
theme, Cantor’s Paradox (1966, fig. 9), uses diagrammatic notation to visualize a principle
concerning the expression of infinity (or infinite regression) according to the terms of
mathematical set theory. This drawing, which bears the inscription “piece to be made of
aluminum extrusion,” identifies the diagram as a proposal for a sculptural object, one
probably derived from the “progressions” of Donald Judd (although, notwithstanding its
inscribed measurements, the drawing fails—perhaps intentionally—to reveal precisely what
form such an object would finally take). In Cantor’s Paradox #2, the diagram has been
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transcribed to a sheet of K&E “perspective” paper, where it is rotated and schematically
represented as a relief sculpture mounted to the wall; the scale of this object in relation to
the room is impossible to ascertain. In this context, given the paper’s printed threedimensional grid, the so-called paradox implicates not only numerical progression
(according to Cantor’s theory) but also the intimations of infinity that subtend perspective
as a system for the pictorial projection of deep space.
In drawing of any period, the mark is a bearer of information: even as it maintains
its autonomy it contributes to abstract image-making or to the representation of light,
shadow, surface, and contour in nature. Bochner’s signs hold information in a different sense,
as precise delineators of quantity and measure.Yet as marks they often coalesce. In Order 10
Square: Counting 1–100 (1966, fig. 22), the abstract visualization of a counting procedure
must be minutely examined in order to be read or understood; it is composed with signs
that occupy the grid in horizontal, vertical, and diagonal rows. From a slight distance,
however, our overall impression of this strictly diagrammatic image is that of a flickering
luminous field. This perceptual effect is specific to the counting scheme through which the
drawing was produced. It expresses that scheme no less authentically than the system of
signs, but it does so through the devices of drawing, a shifting density of marks that occlude
and expose the empty space of the sheet. A related outcome occurs with Pounce Drawing
(1968, fig. 45). Pouncing is a traditional technique for transferring an image from one
surface to another using a template of pricked holes. Powdered charcoal or graphite pressed
through the holes transfers the outline of the image on a new sheet. But in Pounce Drawing,
Bochner uses black spray paint to reproduce a square grid. This results in quasi-amorphous
clouds of homeless chiaroscuro that oppose the firm straightness of the lines. The system is
made to lose control of the mark—the relation of mark to system is unfixed. The work’s
content derives not from number sequences and geometric progression, but from its
simultaneous representation of drawing as information, method, material process, and
aesthetic form.
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